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This fascinating, interactive autobiography presents Chuck Closeâ€™s story, his art, and a

discussion of the many processes he uses in the studio. The question-and-answer format is based

on real kidsâ€™ inquiries about Closeâ€™s life and work, and his answers to them. Close, who is

wheelchair-bound and paints with a brush strapped to his arm, discusses the severe dyslexia and

face blindness he has struggled with since childhood, as well as a collapsed spinal artery that left

him nearly paralyzed at the age of 48. An engaging feature of the book is a mix-and-match Chuck

Close self-portrait section. This hands-on component encourages the reader to create new and

interesting combinations of Closeâ€™s techniques and images. The book also includes an

illustrated chronology of Closeâ€™s life, a list of museums where his work can be seen, and an

index.  Praise for Chuck Close: Face Book STARRED REVIEW "Art lovers of all ages will revel in

this vivid, wonderfully affecting book, which is almost as ingenious and memorable as Close

himself." &#150;Kirkus Reviews, starred review  STARRED REVIEW "Close describes his work with

candor and insight. The high quality printing and lush colors of the reproductions make it easy for

readers to share that excitement. A nifty mix-and-match section lets readers compare the methods

used in 14 of the artistâ€™s self-portraits." &#150;Publishers Weekly, starred review  STARRED

REVIEW &#147;Excellent-quality reproductions of his paintings appear throughout. A readable and

engaging look at a fascinating artist and his methods of working.â€• &#150;School Library Journal,

starred review  "Chuck Closeâ€™s art and life story are the ideal way to introduce art and artists to

children." &#150;Horn Book  "A winner. Chuck Close's honest, personal memoir about his life and

work makes an ideal book for kids who find school challenging, who are creative or who see the

world a bit differently from their peers. In other words, this one's for most everyone." &#150;Shelf

Awareness  Awards: WINNER - 2012 Boston Globe Horn Book Nonfiction Award New York Public
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The autobiography assignment. Oh, it exists. It exists and children's librarians know to fear it. At a

certain time of year a child will approach the reference desk and utter the dreaded words, "I have to

read an autobiography of somebody famous". Never mind that while biographies are plentiful, good

autobiographies come out once in a blue moon and, when they are written for kids, tend to be about

children's authors anyway (See: Jack Gantos, Beverly Cleary, Jerry Spinelli, Walter Dean Myers,

Jean Fritz, etc.). If a kid wants somebody famous in a field other than writing, the pickings are slim.

You might find a good Ruby Bridges book or To Dance by Siena Siegel or that children's

autobiography Rosa Parks wrote. Beyond that, you're on your own. It is thereofre with great relief

that we come across Chuck Close: Face Book. Sure, I'm relieved that at long last there's an

autobiography for kids by someone outside the children's literary sphere, but what really thrills me is

the sheer splendor of the thing. Chock full of gorgeous full-color reproductions of Close's work and

biographical info, the real treat is at the center of the book. It's a game, it's informative, it's what we

all needed but didn't know it yet.Culled from interview questions lobbed at the artist Chuck Close by

P.S. 8's 5th grade students, this is a title that is part Q&A, part explanation of artistic techniques,

and part flip book. From his earliest days Chuck had the makings of an artist. Which is to say, he

was a bedridden kid whose poor health enabled him to draw.
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